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__EXCLUSIVE__

frutiger arabic was designed by nadine
chahine as a companion to frutiger, the

frutiger family of typefaces, and with the
consulting of adrian frutiger. it is based on
the kufi style but incorporates aspects of

ruqaa and naskh in the letter form
designs. this results in what could be

labeled as a humanist kufi, a kufi style that
refers to handwriting structures and slight

modulation to achieve a more informal
and friendly version of the otherwise
highly structured and geometric kufi

styles. as with the latin frutiger, the design
is targeted towards signage applications

but is also quite suited for various
applications from low resolution display

devices to advertising headlines to
corporate identity and branding

applications. the font includes the basic
latin part of frutiger and support for arabic,
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persian, and urdu. it also includes
proportional and tabular numerals for the

supported languages. frutiger arabic is
designed by nadine chahine as a

companion to frutiger, the frutiger family
of typefaces, and with the consulting of

adrian frutiger. it is based on the kufi style
but incorporates aspects of ruqaa and
naskh in the letter form designs. this
results in what could be labeled as a

humanist kufi, a kufi style that refers to
handwriting structures and slight

modulation to achieve a more informal
and friendly version of the otherwise
highly structured and geometric kufi

styles. as with the latin frutiger, the design
is targeted towards signage applications

but is also quite suited for various
applications from low resolution display

devices to advertising headlines to
corporate identity and branding

applications. the font includes the basic
latin part of frutiger and support for arabic,

persian, and urdu. it also includes
proportional and tabular numerals for the

supported languages.
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frutiger lt arabic 45 lightis an arabic font
that comes witha textual style family
planned by lebanese planner nadine

chahine as an ally to frutiger in meeting
with adrian frutiger. it depends on the

kufic style, however, it consolidates parts
of ruqah content and naskh in the letter

structure plans, bringing about what
linotype called humanist kufi. in 1968,

akira kobayashi worked alongside avenirs
esteemed creator adrian frutiger to bring
avenir next pro to life. it was akiras ability

to bring his own finesse and ideas for
expansion into the project while remaining
true to frutigers original intent, that makes

this not just a modern typeface, but one
ahead of its time. in 1968, adrian frutiger
was commissioned to develop a sign and
directional system for the new charles de
gaulle airport in paris. though everyone

thought he would want to use his
successful univers font family. frutiger

decided instead to make a new sans serif
typeface that would be suitable for the

specific legibility requirements of airport
signage: easy recognition from the
distances and angles of driving and

walking. the resulting font was in accord
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with the modern architecture of the
airport. in 1976, he expanded and

completed the family for d. stempel ag in
conjunction with linotype, and it was
named frutiger. the frutiger family is

neither strictly geometric nor humanistic
in construction; its forms are designed so
that each individual character is quickly
and easily recognized. such distinctness
makes it good for signage and display

work. although it was originally intended
for the large scale of an airport, the full
family has a warmth and subtlety that

have, in recent years, made it popular for
the smaller scale of body text in

magazines and booklets. the family has 14
weights and 14 companion fonts with

central european characters and accents.
another 14 cyrillic companion fonts are

available as well. 5ec8ef588b
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